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OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS mouse models of cortical visual processing have begun to gain popularity, complementing the long-standing body of carnivore and primate studies (Huberman and Niell 2011; Van Hooser et al. 2005) . Although mice have relatively poor spatial acuity, they are compatible with a large variety of genetic tools that can be used to link genes to cellular structure and function and probe neural circuits important for vision. Several recent studies of mouse primary visual cortex (V1) have shown that there are many similarities to cat and primate V1, such as tuning for spatial and temporal frequencies, selectivity for orientation and direction, and the presence of simple and complex cells (Gao et al. 2010; Niell and Stryker 2008; Van den Bergh et al. 2010) . The response to stimulus contrast has also been reported in these aforementioned studies, but relatively little attention has been given to contrast adaptation.
Cat and primate V1 neurons show a sigmoidal contrast response function when a neuron's spike rate is plotted as a function of stimulus contrast, and prolonged presentation of high-contrast adapting stimuli leads to rightward and/or downward shifts of a neuron's contrast response function (Bonds 1991; Ohzawa et al. 1982 Ohzawa et al. , 1985 Sclar et al. 1989) . Perceptually, contrast adaptation has been shown to decrease the apparent contrast of a stimulus compared with nonadapted measures and produce a perceived fading of the adapting stimulus (Blakemore et al. 1973; Hammett et al. 1994; Snowden and Hammett 1996) . Image contrast is a major determinant of neuronal responsivity in V1, and contrast adaption appears to be a way for the visual system to tune its sensitivity to prevailing viewing conditions (Kohn 2007) .
In this study we examined the phenomenon of contrast adaptation in mouse V1 using stimuli that were directly comparable with previous studies in cat and monkey. Moreover, we studied the orientation selectivity of contrast adaptation in mice to provide comparative data for the possible role of local cortical networks in contrast adaptation. In cats and primates, V1 neurons are organized into orientation columns with isoorientation regions that converge at pinwheel centers (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1991; Hubel and Wiesel 1974; Ohki et al. 2005) . Despite the fact that adjacent neurons can have vastly different visual properties, anatomical studies show that most local dendritic and axonal arbors are circularly symmetrical (e.g., Katz et al. 1989; Malach et al. 1993) , and there is evidence from cats that individual cortical neurons receive inputs from local networks encompassing 500 -800 m of the surrounding cortex independent of orientation preference (Das and Gilbert 1999) . Therefore, the signals carried by these local cortical networks ought to vary depending on the recorded cell's position in the pinwheel map, because neurons located at a pinwheel center will be connected to neighbors with many different preferred orientations, but neurons centered in isoorientation domains will be connected to many cells with similar orientation preferences. Several groups have demonstrated that these inhomogeneities in local network membership produced by pinwheel maps do create predictable differences in neural computation across the cortical surface (contextual modulation of flanking elements: Das and Gilbert 1999; orientation adaptation: Dragoi et al. 2001; orientation tuning: Nauhaus et al. 2008) . It has been hypothesized that contrast adaption too might vary with local network membership (Crowder et al. 2006; Sengpiel and Bonhoeffer 2002) . When the amount of contrast adaptation induced in cat V1 neurons with gratings of various orientations was tested, around 20% of neurons adapted only to optimally oriented gratings, 20% showed similar amounts of contrast adaptation to all orientations even if the adapting stimulus did not produce increases in the recorded cell's firing rate, and the remainder showed intermediate properties (Crowder et al. 2006) . Evidence from electrode track reconstructions suggested that neurons that adapted to all orientations were located near pinwheel centers (with neighbors preferring different orientations), and those neurons that only adapted to their preferred orientation were located in iso-orientation domains (with neighbors preferring similar orientations). Mouse V1 lacks a pinwheel orientation map (Dräger 1975; Huberman and Niell 2011; Kalatsky and Stryker 2003; Mangini and Pearlman 1980 ; also see Ohki et al. 2005 ) but like other species has neurons with circularly symmetrical local arbors (Tsiola et al. 2003 ; this may be a general principle; c.f. Benavides-Piccione et al. 2006; Callaway and Borrell 2011; Snider et al. 2010) . Therefore, we predicted that mouse V1 local networks should uniformly contain neurons with many different orientation preferences, and contrast adaptation should rarely be orientation selective.
In response to contrast ramp and top-up adaptation stimuli, where the adapting gratings were optimally oriented (stimuli that have been used in previous cat and primate work; Albrecht et al. 1982; Crowder et al. 2006 Crowder et al. , 2008 Sclar et al. 1989) , we found that mouse V1 neurons showed contrast adaptation that is qualitatively similar to that in cat V1 cells (Crowder et al. 2006 (Crowder et al. , 2008 , although we did observe some quantitative differences. Furthermore, when the orientation selectivity of contrast adaptation was examined, ϳ13 times as many neurons in our sample showed clear nonoriented contrast adaptation than orientation-selective adaptation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Ethical Approval
The experimental procedures reported conform to the guidelines established by the Canadian Council on Animal Care, which were approved by the University Committee on Laboratory Animals at Dalhousie University. Electrophysiological recordings were obtained from 13 adult male C57BL/6J mice weighing between 20 and 30 g, which were purchased from Jackson Laboratories.
Anesthesia and Surgical Procedures
Mice were sedated with chlorprothixene (5 mg/kg ip; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and then anesthetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg ip; Sigma). Atropine (0.3 mg/kg) and dexamethasone (2 mg/kg) were also administered subcutaneously to reduce excess mucosal secretions and edema, respectively. Once anesthetized, mice were maintained at a body temperature of 37.5°C with a heating pad, and their corneas were protected by frequent application of a thin layer of optically neutral silicone oil (30,000 cSt; Sigma). After a tracheotomy was performed (see Moldestad et al. 2009 for details), animals were placed in a stereotax and a small craniotomy (ϳ1 mm 2 ) was performed ϳ1 mm anterior and 2.5 mm lateral to lambda (Paxinos and Franklin 2001) . Petroleum jelly was used to create a small well around the craniotomy edge, and this well was filled with saline to prevent dehydration of the cortex. As with previous electrophysiological studies of mouse V1, pupils were not dilated, so there was presumably a large depth of focus, and the eyes were left unrestrained because eye movements under urethane anesthesia are negligible (Gao et al. 2010; Niell and Stryker 2008; Wang and Burkhalter 2007) . Extracellular recordings were made with glass micropipettes (tip diameter 2-5 m, filled with 2 M NaCl) or carbon fiber in glass microelectrodes (impedance 0.6 -1.5 M⍀) guided with a micromanipulator (FHC, Bowdoin, ME). Electrode penetrations were 0 -30°from perpendicular with the cortical surface, and tracks were restricted to within the monocular retinotopic representation in mouse primary visual cortex (ϳ30 -100°l ateral of the visual meridian; Paxinos and Franklin 2001; Schuett et al. 2002) . Extracellular signals from individual units were isolated, amplified, filtered, and then acquired with a CED1401 interface and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Designs, Cambridge, UK) sampled at 40 kHz. Neuronal response properties were analyzed online from triggered TTL (transistor-transistor logic) pulses using Spike2, but spike sorting and all subsequent analysis was performed off-line.
Visual Stimuli
Upon isolation of a visually responsive unit, the receptive field (RF) was mapped using hand-driven light bars and spots. Quantitative testing was then performed with custom computer-generated visual stimuli programmed in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997 ) and presented on a calibrated CRT monitor (LG Flatron 915FT Plus 19-in. display, 100-Hz refresh, 1024 ϫ 768 pixels, mean luminance ϭ 30 cd/m 2 ) at a viewing distance of 20 -35 cm. All stimuli were presented in a circular aperture surrounded by a gray field of mean luminance. RF size, preferred orientation, spatial frequency (SF; 0.01-0.64 cycles per degree, cpd) and temporal frequency (TF; 0.25-16 Hz) were determined by calculating online tuning functions for each stimulus parameter. The stimulus for testing contrast adaptation was a moving sine-wave grating of the optimal SF and TF presented in a circular aperture. The aperture size was set to the largest possible value that did not induce surround suppression. The preferred orientation was selected from the online tuning curve, and the drift direction perpendicular to the preferred orientation was selected to elicit maximal firing (although preference for one direction over the other could be miniscule because orientation selectivity was much more common than direction selectivity in our data; also see Gao et al. 2010; Niell and Stryker 2008) . The orthogonal orientation was chosen as an angle 60 -120°off of the preferred orientation that elicited minimal elevation in firing. Sine-wave contrast is defined as
where Luminance max and Luminance min are the maximum and minimum luminance values, respectively. Two stimulus protocols that have previously been used to investigate contrast adaptation in cats and primates were modified to study the orientation dependence of contrast adaptation in mouse V1: contrast ramps (Crowder et al. 2008) and top-up stimuli (Crowder et al. 2006; Sclar et al. 1989) . Contrast ramps are dynamic contrast stimuli where the contrast of the grating linearly transitions on each video frame over the time course of the presentation. Various configurations and durations of contrast ramps have been characterized extensively in cat V1 (Crowder et al. 2008) , and it has been proposed that the contrast transitions in this stimulus allow for large adaptation effects to be measured over brief presentation times. The three contrast ramp configurations that were used are shown in Fig. 1 : 1) preferredadapted ramps (A), 2) orthogonal-adapted ramps (B), and 3) nonadapted control ramps (C). The amount of contrast adaptation that can be induced by an optimally oriented grating was measured using preferred-adapted ramps (Fig. 1A) . Over a period of 2 s, the contrast of a moving sine-wave grating was linearly increased from 0 to 1 (rising phase) and then ramped back down to 0 in the following 2 s (falling phase). Critically, the neuron is presented with identical contrasts in the rising and falling phases, but the order of presentation (i.e., temporal context) is reversed. The grating orientation matched the neuron's preferred orientation during both phases, and these stimuli were identical to the A-ramps described by Crowder et al. (2008) . The response of neurons to a falling phase ramp without previous adaptation was established by nonadapted control ramps (Fig. 1C) . For this stimulus, a gray screen preceded an optimally oriented falling phase ramp. The orthogonal-adapted ramp (Fig. 1B) was similar to the adapted control ramp, except the rising phase grating was orthogonally oriented (indicated with a gray line). Orientation-tuned V1 neurons showed less activity in response to the rising phase of orthogonal-adapted ramps because they were not being stimulated by their preferred orientation (Fig. 1B, bottom) . All three ramp types were presented in randomized interleaved blocks (10 -25 repetitions each), with a gray screen of mean luminance presented for 4.5 s between each ramp. Finally, for all ramps the start phase of the grating was randomized on each repetition to average out the periodic firing of phase-dependent neurons.
For comparison with previous studies in cats, we also collected contrast response functions using a top-up protocol (for details, see Crowder et al. 2006 Crowder et al. , 2007 . Nonadapted contrast response functions were obtained by recording responses to 10 contrasts (0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.24, 0.32, 0.48, 0.64, 0.82, 1) presented in random order for 0.5-s tests (8 repetitions) interleaved with 4 s of mean luminance. Adapted contrast response functions were collected in blocks, with the adapting grating aligned with either the neuron's preferred or orthogonal orientation. Adaptation blocks consisted of 60 s of the adapting grating at a contrast of 0.32 followed by 0.5-s tests (aforementioned contrasts for 8 repetitions) interleaved with 4-s adaptation top-ups. An adapting contrast of 0.32 was chosen because previous work in cats showed that it produced reliable adaptation while still allowing the data to be easily fit with sigmoid curves (see Curve fitting), and importantly, we had access to a large database of cat neurons that were adapted with 0.32 contrast (from Crowder et al. 2006) , which facilitated direct comparison of adaptation across species. To summarize, a full top-up data set consisted of three contrast response functions: the nonadapted curve plus the preferred and orthogonal adaptation curves. The designs of the ramp and top-up contrast adaptation protocols complemented each other, because the randomized interleaved trials of the contrast ramps averaged out any uncontrolled factors that might change slowly over time, whereas the top-up protocol allowed the responses to individual contrasts to be measured while averaging out the stochastic nature of neuronal firing rates. Full top-up data sets were more time-consuming to collect than contrast ramps, so the top-up protocol was always performed after the ramp protocol to ensure some adaptation data could be obtained in the event that isolation of the unit was prematurely lost.
Initial Data Analysis
After off-line spike sorting, neuronal responses were represented as spike density functions (SDF) with 1-kHz resolution, generated by convolving a delta function at each spike arrival time with a Gaussian window of either ϭ 2 ms (to determine neuronal latency) or ϭ 10 ms (to fit sigmoids to contrast ramps). SDF for stimulus-evoked responses were calculated by averaging responses to individual stimulus presentations.
Neuronal latency. To compare contrast ramps with top-ups, we first corrected for neuronal latency by shifting the spiking responses to contrast ramps backwards along the abscissa by the latency (see below), and then we split ramp rising phases and falling phases and replotted contrast ramps using units of contrast on the abscissa instead of time (which resulted in the falling phases of contrast ramps being flipped left to right). To reliably and consistently calculate each cell's latency, we first estimated each neuron's spontaneous rate from its activity during 500-ms periods when a gray screen was presented before sine-wave stimuli began. We then set a response threshold based on the 99% cutoff from a Poisson distribution fitted to the spontaneous firing rate. Each neuron's response latency was calculated as the first time the spiking rate in the SDF ( ϭ 2 ms) exceeded the aforementioned Poisson threshold and stayed above the threshold for the subsequent 25 ms (Price et al. 2005 ). There was a measurable delay between the time when a neuron's spike rate exceeded the Poisson threshold and when it reached peak firing, which caused some of the flipped responses to nonadapted control and orthogonal-adapted ramps to appear hooked downward at high contrasts (see Fig. 3 , A-E). However, increases in spike rates were high during this period (median ϭ 1,520 spikes/s 2 ), so this delay was usually very short. We estimate that errors in latency correction and curve fitting resulting from this method were never more than 2%.
Curve fitting. We used the least-squares method to fit contrast, SF, and TF response functions. Sigmoid curves (Albrecht and Hamilton 1982) were fit to the SDF ( ϭ 10 ms) produced by contrast ramps and mean responses from top-up contrast response functions:
where R(c i ) is the amplitude of the evoked response at contrast c i , m is the spontaneous rate, n is the exponent that determines the steepness of the curve, R max is the maximum elevation in response above the spontaneous rate, and c 50 is the contrast that generates a response elevation of half R max . Response saturation was evident for most rising ramp responses and nonadapted top-up contrast response functions, allowing for well-constrained fits. However, when fitting responses that did not saturate, we assigned upper and lower bounds on R max of Ϯ15% around the mean firing rate for contrasts between 0.82 and 1 to obtain tractable fits. Goodness of fit to the curves was measured using R 2 values. Median R 2 values were 0.95 for top-ups and 0.81 for ramps (we consider the R 2 values from the ramps to be excellent considering they were fit directly to the SDF). SF and TF responses were fit to the function provided by Gao et al. (2010) :
where B is the spontaneous firing rate, A is the maximum amplitude of the curve, s is the standard deviation of the curve, o is the log offset, and p is the peak SF or TF.
Response metrics. We wanted to measure the magnitude of contrast adaptation that could be induced by stimuli of different orientations, so it was important that we test whether neurons in our sample were sufficiently selective for orientation. A neuron's ability to discriminate changes in stimulus orientation relative to its intrinsic firing variability was measured using an orientation discrimination index (DI O ; DeAngelis and Uka 2003):
where R max is the mean response to the preferred direction, R min is the mean response to the least effective direction (i.e., the orthogonal direction), SSE is the sum of squared error around the mean responses, N is the number of observations (stimulus directions ϫ repetitions), and M is the number of different stimuli tested. The phase sensitivity of neurons in mouse V1 was assessed by dividing the first Fourier coefficient of a neuron's response to a grating of optimal SF and TF (F 1 ) by the mean time-averaged response to this grating (F 0 ). The resultant ratio F 1 /F 0 has been used to quantitatively distinguish between simple and complex cells, with complex cells having an F 1 /F 0 Ͻ 1 (Crowder et al. 2007; Movshon et al. 1978a Movshon et al. , 1978b Skottun et al. 1991) . We quantified changes in c 50 and R max using Eqs. 5 and 6: 
The value of A s can be used as a measure of how different the adapting contrast was from a neuron's nonadapted semisaturation set point.
RESULTS
We recorded visual responses from 139 units in the primary visual cortex of 13 C57BL/6J mice. Full-contrast ramp data were collected from 101 units, and top-up contrast adaptation data were obtained from 55/101 units. Units were recorded at depths between 85 and 875 m below the pial surface, but like in cats and primates, contrast adaption did not appear to be related to cortical layer (e.g., Crowder et al. 2006; Sclar et al. 1989) . When electrode penetrations were not perpendicular to the cortical surface, RF locations shifted with depth in a predictable manner consistent with the known retinotopic organization of mouse primary visual cortex (Kalatsky and Stryker 2003; Schuett et al. 2002; Wang and Burkhalter 2007) . Because we tailored our adaptation stimuli to the response properties of each neuron, we could compare the general stimulus preferences of neurons in our sample with those described in previous work. Both the orientation selectivity (median DI O ϭ 0.47) and SF tuning (median peak SF ϭ 0.03 cpd) of neurons in our data set were similar to findings of recent electrophysiological studies of mouse visual cortex (Gao et al. 2010; Niell and Stryker 2008) . Furthermore, as with Gao et al. (2010) , we were able to separate our neurons into those with low-pass tuning for TF (median peak TF ϭ 1.3 Hz) and bandpass TF tuning (median peak TF ϭ 1.7 Hz). Finally, the median F 1 /F 0 of our data set was 0.32, with 93 cells classified as complex (F 1 /F 0 Ͻ 1) and 8 cells classified as simple (F 1 /F 0 Ͼ 1). Neurons across all categories showed similar trends for contrast adaptation, so data were pooled into a single group.
Responses to Ramps
Contrast adaptation to the preferred orientation. Studies of contrast adaptation in cat and primate cortex have traditionally used an optimally oriented grating as the adapting stimulus (e.g., Bonds 1991; Ohzawa et al. 1985; Sclar et al. 1989) . As with those studies, we too found robust contrast adaptation to optimally oriented gratings for both ramps (Figs. 1A and 2) and top-up data (see Fig. 4, A and C) . The large degree of hysteresis that was evident in the raw SDF to preferred-adapted ramps shown in Fig. 1A (bottom) was accentuated further by flipping the response to the falling phase of preferred-adapted ramps left to right as in Fig. 2A (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) . Sigmoid fits to each phase are shown as thin lines, and c 50 values for rising and falling phases are also indicated as upward and downward arrows, respectively ( Fig. 2A ). Across our sample (n ϭ 101), c 50 values from the rising phase of preferred-adapted ramps were always smaller than c 50 values from the falling phase (Fig. 2B ), and this difference was significant (P Ͻ 0.01, paired t-test). We also calculated the log 10 increase in c 50 as a measure of adaptation strength that was directly comparable to data for identical ramp stimuli published for cats (43 cat area 17 neurons presented in Crowder et al. 2008) . Across our population of mouse V1 cells (n ϭ 101), the average log 10 increase in c 50 was 0.41 Ϯ 0.33 (mean Ϯ SD), which was significantly smaller than the average log 10 increase in c 50 for cats (0.54 Ϯ 0.30; P Ͻ 0.03, 2-sample t-test).
Contrast adaptation for orthogonal gratings. Because we hypothesized that in animals with pinwheel organization of V1 orientation columns the degree of contrast adaptation induced Fig. 2 . Comparing rising and falling phases of preferred-adapted ramps. To compare the rising phase of the preferred-adapted ramps with the falling phase, latency-corrected spike density functions (SDF) were folded back on themselves so that contrast is on the abscissa and spikes/s is on the ordinate (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). For the sample neuron shown in A, the rising phase SDF (thick black line) is overlaid with the falling phase SDF (thick gray line), and these responses were fit with sigmoid functions (thin lines). Upward and downward arrows represent c 50 values (the contrast that generates a response elevation of half R max , which is the maximum elevation in response above the spontaneous rate) obtained from fits to the rising and falling phases, respectively. The circle and diamond represent R max values obtained from fits to the rising and falling phases of the contrast ramp, respectively. A polar plot of this neuron's orientation tuning and corresponding orientation discrimination index by orthogonal gratings depends on the neuron's location within the pinwheel map of orientation columns (Crowder et al. 2006) , we were particularly interested in contrast adaptation to orthogonal gratings in mice, which lack pinwheel organization (Huberman and Niell 2011 ; also see Marshel et al. 2011; Ohki et al. 2005) . For the term "orthogonal adaption" to be meaningful, neurons must show some reasonable selectivity for grating orientation. Therefore, we segregated neurons on the basis of their DI O values, with orientation-tuned neurons having a DI O Ͼ 0.425, which usually corresponded to 2:1 or better modulation. All sample neurons shown in figures were orientation selective, with polar plots shown as insets. Furthermore, when population data are presented in Figs For contrast ramps, we compared the falling phases of the preferred-adapted ramps (Fig. 1A) , orthogonal-adapted ramps (Fig. 1B) , and nonadapted control ramps (Fig. 1C) . The visual stimulus was identical in all three conditions; therefore, responses should only be different if what was presented before the falling ramp affected the neuron's firing rate. Of particular importance was whether the response to the orthogonaladapted ramps would more closely resemble the preferredadapted ramp response (which showed robust adaptation) or the nonadapted control ramp (where the falling phase was preceded by a gray screen). Figure 3 , A-D, shows four example neurons where the responses to the preferred-adapted ramps (red lines), nonadapted control ramps (black lines), and orthogonal-adapted ramps (blue lines) are overlaid. The cells in Fig.  3, A and B , have responses to preferred-adapted and orthogonal-adapted ramps that overlap substantially and are much lower than the response to nonadapted control ramps. These neurons, which demonstrate strong contrast adaption regardless of the orientation of the adapting grating, will be referred to as having nonoriented adaptation. Population data described below suggest that this type of adaptation is the most common in mouse V1. For the cell represented in Fig. 3C , the responses to orthogonal-adapted and nonadapted control ramps overlap and are much higher than the response to preferred-adapted ramps. These neurons, which only adapt to gratings of the preferred orientation, will be referred to as having orientationselective adaptation. The cell shown in Fig. 3D has ramp responses that do not strongly differ from each other. Finally, Fig. 3E shows average normalized data across our population. The dominance of nonoriented contrast adaptation is evident from the overlap of the preferred-adapted and orthogonaladapted lines (shaded regions represent ϮSE).
To quantitatively analyze changes in contrast response functions following preferred and orthogonal adaptation in orientation-tuned and nonoriented cells, we used c 50 and R max parameters extracted from sigmoid fits to calculate R max -shift and c 50 -shift values for all cells. Figure 3F shows population histograms for c 50 -shift following preferred adaptation (red) or orthogonal adaption (blue), distinguishing between orientationtuned cells (filled bars) and nonoriented cells (open bars). Figure 3G shows R max -shift following the same format. In general, both preferred and orthogonal adaptation caused apparent rightward ( Fig. 3F ; positive c 50 -shift values) and downward ( Fig. 3G ; negative R max -shift values) shifts of the contrast response function, and population medians are indicated on the histograms (arrowheads). A factorial ANOVA comparing adaptation measure (c 50 -shift vs. R max -shift), orientation selectivity (orientation tuned vs. nontuned), and adaption type (preferred vs. orthogonal) revealed a small but significant main effect of orientation selectivity (F 1,380 ϭ 5.1, P Ͻ 0.02), which was driven by nontuned cells showing slightly smaller mean c 50 -shift values and larger mean values of R max -shift. As expected, there was a significant main effect of adaptation measure (F 1,380 ϭ 217, P Ͼ 0.0001), but differences due to adaption type fell short of significance (F 1,380 ϭ 3.7, P Ͼ 0.06). In Fig. 2 , the rising phase of the preferred-adapted ramps was used to obtain nonadapted c 50 values, which matched an earlier study in cats (Crowder et al. 2008) . When c 50 -shift was calculated with these values, larger apparent changes in c 50 could be produced (Fig. 3H) . This alternative analysis produced qualitatively similar results to what is describe above, but we did not favor it when examining the orientation specificity of adaptation because nonadapted and adapted stimuli were not identical. Crowder et al. (2006) reported that approximately onequarter of neurons in cat primary visual cortex showed nonoriented adaptation, another quarter showed orientation-selective adaptation, and the remaining half showed intermediate adaptation properties. The histograms in Fig. 3 , F and G, hint that most of the neurons in our sample showed nonoriented adaptation, but they do not allow the spectrum of adaptation effects to be easily visualized. Therefore, we performed a subsequent analysis that used a holistic measure of adaptation that captured any change between two ramp responses. First, the responses of each neuron were normalized to allow measurement of adaptation magnitude regardless of differences in firing rate between neurons. Second, the average difference between the two ramp responses was calculated (although this creates a metric that is ambiguous about whether adaptation is produced by rightward or downward shifts of the adapted contrast response function, our previous analysis in Fig. 3 , F-H, does capture this information). Finally, to gauge the magnitude of the differences between the two ramp responses compared with the normally occurring variations in spike rate, we calculated a variant of the Z-score by first assuming that the population average difference is zero (i.e., without adaptation, a neuron's response to identical stimuli would be consistent) and then dividing the observed average differences by the standard deviation in firing observed across the population to an identical stimulus in the absence of adaptation (1-s samples of the blank screen between ramps). For each cell, we compared the difference between nonadapted control ramp responses and orthogonal-adapted ramp responses (which should be large in nonoriented adaptation but small in orientation-selective adaptation) with the difference between preferred-adapted ramp responses and orthogonal-adapted ramp responses (which should be small in nonoriented adaptation but large in orientation-selective adaptation). We used a Z-score of 1.96, below which values should fall 95% of the time given no difference in firing, as the somewhat arbitrary cutoff to help discern adaptation categories. Population data from contrast ramps are shown in Fig. 3I , with the Z-score difference between nonadapted control and orthogonal-adapted ramp responses on the ordinate and the Z-score difference between preferred-adapted and orthogonal-adapted ramp responses on the abscissa. The two rectangles formed by lines indicating Z-scores of Ϯ1.96 along each axis create convenient borders for classifying cells as having nonoriented adaptation (taller rectangle, extending into positive values along the vertical axis) or orientationselective adaptation (wider rectangle, extending into negative values along the horizontal axis). Points falling outside these two rectangles either had responses that did not differ enough to be put into either category using this analysis (central square) or had intermediate adaptation properties where all three contrast response functions differed (top left and bottom left quadrants). Most orientation tuned neurons that could be categorized (49/72) fell within the nonoriented adaptation zone, whereas only 4 were classified as showing orientationselective adaptation. The positions of example cells in Fig. 3 , A-D, are indicated in the scatter plot in red. Of the 29 neurons that were not orientation tuned (Fig. 3I, open circles) , 21 were categorized as showing nonoriented adaptation and none showed orientation-selective adaptation. For cross-species comparison, the data from cat primary visual cortex presented in Crowder et al. (2006) were reanalyzed in an analogous manner and are shown in Fig. 3K . There are a similar number of points in both shaded rectangles, indicating, as was originally reported for cats, that about the same proportion of neurons were classified as showing nonoriented (26%) and orientation-selective adaptation (31%). We also used the Zscore metric to compare rising and falling phases of the preferred-adapted ramps. Every neuron had a positive Z-score, and a histogram of the Z-scores is shown in Fig. 2C . In accord with the large difference in rising and falling c 50 values from sigmoid fits (Figs. 2B and 3H ), 96% (97/101) of neurons had Z-scores over 1.96 (indicated by a dotted vertical line).
Top-Up Contrast Adaptation
The top-up protocol also reliably produced contrast adaptation in mouse V1 neurons, and two example neurons are shown in Fig. 4 . For each cell, nonadapted (filled circles) and adapted (open circles) contrast response functions are shown for adaptation in the preferred orientation (Fig. 4, A and C) and for orthogonal adaptation (Fig. 4, B and D) . The neuron in Fig. 4 , A and B, showed nonoriented adaptation because the adapted curves produced by preferred and orthogonal gratings were very similar, whereas the neuron in Fig. 4, C and D, showed orientation-selective adaptation because following orthogonal adaptation the adapted and nonadapted curves overlap substantially (Fig. 4D) . These individual contrast response functions are reminiscent of the data obtained in cats by Crowder et al. (2006) .
Once again, we used c 50 and R max parameters extracted from sigmoid fits to quantitatively analyze changes in contrast response functions following top-up adaptation. The c 50 population data shown in Fig. 5 indicate that both preferred (A) and orthogonal adaptation (B) produced increases in c 50 values, because most points on the scatter plot are above the dashed line of equality, and most c 50 -shift values are positive (inset histograms). Figure 5 , C and D, shows population data for R max values in a similar format, and it is clear that both preferred (C) and orthogonal adaptation (D) decreased R max values, although the magnitude of this decline appears smaller for orthogonal adaptation. To compare the magnitude of change in both c 50 and R max for orientation-tuned and nonoriented cells, we calculated R max -shift and c 50 -shift values for all cells and performed a factorial ANOVA comparing adaptation measure (c 50 -shift vs. R max -shift), orientation selectivity (orientation tuned vs. nonoriented), and adaption type (preferred vs. orthogonal). As expected, we found a significant main effect of adaptation measure (F 1,212 ϭ 101, P Ͻ 0.0001). However, there were no significant main effects for orientation selectivity (F 1,212 ϭ 0.26, P Ͼ 0.63) or adaption type (F 1,212 ϭ 0.21, P Ͼ 0.64). There was a significant interaction between adaptation measure and adaption type (F 1,212 ϭ 6, P Ͻ 0.01), which was driven by orthogonal adaptation producing slightly smaller absolute values of c 50 -shift and R max -shift (as is evident from Fig. 5, A-D, insets) . We also examined differences between preferred and orthogonal adaptation using the Z-score analysis described in Responses to Ramps, and scatter data for mouse V1 neurons are shown in Fig. 3J . Similar to our ramp data, most orientation tuned neurons (30/44) were classified as showing nonoriented adaptation, whereas few (2/44) showed orientation-selective adaptation. Most nontuned neurons also showed nonoriented adaptation (9/11). The earlier observation that orthogonal top-up adaptation produced slightly smaller mean shifts in c 50 and R max (Fig. 5, A-D) is mirrored in this analysis: Fig. 3J shows that although many of the neurons in the nonoriented adaptation zone (gray vertical rectangle) and unclassified cells have negative abscissas, the difference between preferred and orthogonal adaptation is not great enough to put them in the orientation-selective zone (gray horizontal rectangle).
Previous studies in cats have shown that higher adapting contrasts usually produce greater shifts in the neuron's contrast response function (Ohzawa et al. 1982 (Ohzawa et al. , 1985 . Because we used a single adapting contrast (0.32) for all of our top-ups, there was some variation in where this contrast fell relative to each neuron's nonadapted contrast response function. We used A s (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) as a normalized measure of adaptor strength and correlated it with contrast adaptation magnitude as measured by c 50 -shift and R max -shift (Fig. 5,  E-H) . A s was strongly correlated with c 50 -shift for both preferred adaptation ( Fig. 5E ; R 2 ϭ 0.8, P Ͻ 0.001) and orthogonal adaptation ( Fig. 5F ; R 2 ϭ 0.57, P Ͻ 0.001) such that the higher the adapting contrast was compared with the nonadapted c 50 , the larger the shifts in c 50 . Rightward shifts in c 50 (positive values of c 50 -shift) were observed most of the time, even for negative values of A s . However, the neuron with the most negative A s value did show a substantial leftward shift in c 50 following preferred adaptation (Fig. 5E) . In contrast to the orderly changes in c 50 with adaptor strength, R max tended to decrease a similar amount following adaptation of any strength. A s was poorly correlated with R max -shift for both preferred adaptation ( Fig. 5G ; R 2 ϭ 0.0004, P Ͼ 0.67) and orthogonal adaptation ( Fig. 5H ; R 2 ϭ 0.04, P Ͼ 0.16). For cross-species comparison, Crowder et al. (2006) also found that changes in c 50 correlated with the contrast of the adaptor, but changes in R max did not.
Another advantage of using a single contrast for all top-ups was that it allowed for direct comparison with existing cat data that used the same contrast adaptation protocol and identical adapting contrast. We had access to a database of cat V1 neurons that were studied using the top-up protocol and adapted with 0.32 contrast (n ϭ 84; part of the data set presented by Crowder et al. 2006) . For orientation-tuned mouse V1 neurons (n ϭ 44), average (ϮSD) values of c 50 -shift were 0.27 Ϯ 0.21 and 0.18 Ϯ 0.17 for preferred and orthogonal adaptation, respectively. Average mouse R max -shifts were Ϫ0.09 Ϯ 0.14 and Ϫ0.06 Ϯ 0.12 for preferred and orthogonal adaptation, respectively. In cat V1 neurons, average c 50 -shifts were slightly larger for preferred adaptation (0.33 Ϯ 0.22) and about the same for orthogonal adaptation (0.18 Ϯ 0.26). Average cat R max -shifts were larger for preferred adaptation (Ϫ0.23 Ϯ 0.23) and orthogonal adaptation (Ϫ0.10 Ϯ 0.21). A factorial ANOVA comparing adaptation measure (c 50 -shift vs. R max -shift), species (mouse vs. cat), and adaption type (preferred vs. orthogonal) revealed a significant main effect of adaptation measure (F 1,504 ϭ 336, P Ͻ 0.0001), as expected, but did not indicate a significant main effect for species (F 1,504 ϭ 1.8, P Ͼ 0.19) or adaptation type (F 1,504 ϭ 1, P Ͼ 0.32). Critically, there was a significant adaptation measure ϫ species ϫ adaptation type interaction (F 1,504 ϭ 3.94, P Ͻ 0.05), indicating that preferred adaptation produced significantly larger c 50 -shifts and R max -shifts than orthogonal adaptation for cats but not mice. The observed difference between cats and mice in this analysis is consistent with the different proportion of neurons showing orientation-selective adaptation in the two species reported above (Fig. 3, I-K) .
Finally, because Crowder et al. (2008) reported in cats that the c 50 increase induced by preferred-adapted ramps was larger than the increase produced by top-ups, we performed a similar comparison with our mouse data. For neurons where we obtained both ramp and top-up data, we compared the log 10 increase in c 50 from preferred adapted ramps (rising phase vs. falling phase) with top-up adaptation (nonadapted vs. preferred adapted), which was the measure used in previous studies (Bonds 1991; Crowder et al. 2008) . For ramp stimuli, the average increase in c 50 was 0.43 Ϯ 0.36 (mean Ϯ SD), for top-ups it was 0.25 Ϯ 0.19, and this difference was significant (P Ͻ 0.01, paired t-test).
Contrast Adaptation and Firing Rate
A critical aspect of manipulating the orientation of the adaptor is that for orientation-tuned neurons, orthogonal gratings should elicit comparatively low spike rates, and therefore it is possible to examine the relationship between spike rate and adaptation. In the foregoing analysis, we separated neurons that were selective for orientation from those that were not and found inconsistent differences between these two groups. However, because our sample did have some variability in orientation tuning, we were able to examine the relationship between orientation tuning, firing rate, and adaptation in more depth. First, we examined the relationship between DI O and c 50 -shift (Fig. 6A) or R max -shift (Fig. 6B) following orthogonal top-up adaptation and found that these measures were poorly correlated (c 50 -shift: R 2 ϭ 0.06, P Ͼ 0.08; R max -shift: R 2 ϭ 0.007, P Ͼ 0.54). When our Z-score analysis was used to measure the magnitude of adaptation, the correlation with DI O was equally poor ( Fig. 6C ; R 2 ϭ 0.004, P Ͼ 0.63). In an alternative analysis we remeasured orientation selectivity as (Response preferred Ϫ Response orthogonal )/(Response preferred ϩ Response orthogonal ) (see Niell and Stryker 2008), but we still found poor correlations with orthogonal adaptation (c 50 -shift: R 2 ϭ 0.0001, P Ͼ 0.94; R max -shift: R 2 ϭ 0.05, P Ͼ 0.09; Z-score [nonadapted Ϫ orthogonal]: R 2 ϭ 0.0001, P Ͼ 0.93). Ramp data showed similar results. Therefore, the magnitude of orthogonal adaptation for each neuron in our sample could not be predicted by the degree of orientation tuning. Because our measures of orientation tuning only focused on relative response between the preferred and orthogonal orientations, we also used mean firing rates to determine whether there might be some critical spike rate required to induce adaptation to orthogonal gratings. We examined the relationship between mean orthogonal spike rate from orientation curves and c 50 -shift (Fig. 6D ) or R max -shift (Fig. 6E ) and found that spike rate was poorly correlated with both c 50 -shift (R 2 ϭ 0.01, P Ͼ 0.32) and R max -shift (R 2 ϭ 0.03, P Ͼ 0.06). Finally, if spike rate was a main factor in producing contrast adaptation, neurons with higher firing rates might be expected to show larger changes for any type of contrast adaptation; however, we found that this was not the case. In Fig. 6F , the peak instantaneous firing rate elicited by preferred ramps was compared with the amount of hysteresis measured for these stimuli (c 50 -shift from rising vs. falling phases), and a poor correlation between these two measures was evident (R 2 ϭ 0.00, P Ͼ 0.94). Similarly, poor correlations were found when responses were measured using mean firing rates or when adaption to orthogonal gratings was measured.
DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated contrast adaptation in mouse primary visual cortex, with particular emphasis on whether the orientation of the adapting stimulus was important for producing contrast adaptation. We found that the majority of neurons adapted in similar amounts to gratings of preferred and orthogonal orientations, even when the orthogonal adapting stimuli did not strongly modulate firing in the cell. Our findings support the utility of mice as an animal model in studies of cortical visual processing and provide comparative data on the stimulus specificity of contrast adaptation.
Contrast Adaptation Across Species
Niell and Stryker (2008) used contrast-modulated noise movies to measure the linear spatiotemporal receptive field structure of mouse V1 neurons, but because the contrast of these movies changed over time, a supplementary analysis was also able to demonstrate for the first time that these cells underwent contrast adaptation. This stimulus provided a rich description of the cells' response properties, but the contrastmodulated aspect of the movies was quite unique, permitting only indirect comparisons with previous studies. Our adaptation protocols were similar to those used in cats and primates (Crowder et al. 2006 (Crowder et al. , 2008 Dhruv et al. 2011; Sclar et al. 1989) , allowing for direct comparisons between mice and higher mammals. Specifically, we were able to compare the magnitude of contrast adaptation in mice and cats following top-up adaptation to gratings of identical contrast. Although cats had slightly larger values of c 50 -shift and R max -shift on average following preferred adaptation, the difference between species was not statistically significant. V1 neurons in both cats and mice tend to show simultaneous increases in c 50 and decreases in R max during contrast adaptation (see RESULTS; Crowder et al. 2006) , whereas it has been reported that macaque neurons show increases in c 50 with little change in R max (Sclar et al. 1989) . Furthermore, we found that in mouse V1 cells, the size of c 50 -shift was correlated with the strength of the adaptor, but R max -shift was not (Fig. 5, E-H) , which is similar to results in cats (Crowder et al. 2006; Ohzawa et al. 1985) . Finally, the adaptation we observed for preferredadapted ramps also paralleled results reported for cat V1 (Crowder et al. 2008) . Ramps produced relatively large shifts in c 50 considering their short presentation time, which suggests that the mechanisms responsible for producing this hysteresis may be similar in both species. The one major difference we observed in contrast adaptation between mouse and cat V1 was the proportion of neurons showing orientation-selective adaption, which we discuss below.
Local Cortical Networks and Contrast Adaptation
We were interested in studying the orientation specificity of contrast adaptation in mouse V1 because of the apparent differences between rodents and higher mammals in the way stimulus orientation is represented across the surface of V1. Mouse V1 exhibits retinotopy but lacks the highly organized pinwheel map of orientation columns found in cats and primates (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald 1991; Hubel and Wiesel 1974; Huberman and Niell 2011; Ohki et al. 2005) . This difference between species may be important for neural computations within V1, because several studies in cats and monkeys have shown that a neuron's position within the pinwheel map can dictate a number of its response properties. Das and Gilbert (1999) showed that the strength of local connections between V1 neurons is circularly symmetrical and largely independent of orientation preference, which agreed with earlier anatomical studies of local dendritic and axonal arbor shape (Malach et al. 1993) . The local networks that are created by these short-range connections will thus have different memberships in pinwheel centers (neurons with various orientation preferences) and iso-orientation domains (neurons with similar orientation preferences). Modulation by spatial context, orientation adaptation, and even breadth of orientation tuning have all been shown to depend on whether the recorded neuron was located in a pinwheel center or an iso-orientation domain (Das and Gilbert 1999; Dragoi et al. 2001; Nauhaus et al. 2008) . It has also been proposed that some component of contrast adaptation measured in cat and primate V1 could be mediated by these local cortical networks, and that neurons situated near pinwheel centers should show contrast adaptation to all orientations, whereas neurons located near iso-orientation domains should only adapt to their preferred orientation (Crowder et al. 2006; Sengpiel and Bonhoeffer 2002) . Several studies have reported that orthogonal gratings produce variable levels of contrast adaptation (Allison and Martin 1997; Dhruv et al. 2011; Ohzawa et al. 1985; Sengpiel and Bonhoeffer 2002; Vautin and Berkley 1977) , and electrode track reconstructions in cat V1 showed neurons that adapted to only their preferred orientation had neighbors that preferred similar orientations, whereas those that adapted to any orientation had neighbors that preferred various orientations (Crowder et al. 2006) . Because mice lack apparent pinwheel orientation maps in V1, we predicted that local cortical networks in mouse V1 should contain an approximately homogenous mix of many orientation preferences regardless of the position of the recorded neuron, and therefore nonoriented contrast adaptation should be more common than orientation-selective adaptation. Orientation-selective adaptation might arise in locations where the normally salt-and-pepper cortical orientation map was biased toward a narrower range of orientations [support for this idea comes from a recent model by Paik and Ringach (2011) , which proposes a retinal origin of orientation columns with different scaling factors across species and some positional noise]. Our current findings do support these predictions, but more work in mouse and higher mammals is necessary to elucidate the mechanisms underlying both contrast adaptation and variation in cortical processing across functional maps in the cortex. The dominance of nonoriented adaptation in our current data set appears to be a robust finding because it was evident from the use of two types of adaptation protocol and there was strong concordance between several of our analyses. Although the contrast ramp protocol was complemented by more conventional top-up adaptation, ramps represent a flexible stimulus that could be used to test other parameters affecting contrast adaptation as well.
Multiple Sources of Contrast Adaptation
Studies utilizing various animal models and stimulus paradigms have uncovered a plethora of mechanisms that could additively contribute to contrast adaptation. Studies in both the retina (reviewed in Demb 2008) and the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN; Sanches-Vives et al. 2000a; Solomon et al. 2004 ) have used the "high-contrast adaptation" protocol to demonstrate contrast adaptation early in the visual system. This adaptation should not be orientation selective (because the neurons undergoing adaptation have center-surround receptive fields), so it might contribute to our current results. However, the magnitude of adaptation observed in these studies was much smaller than what was found in cortex (see SanchesVives et al. 2000a for a direct comparison of thalamus and cortex), and a recent model of contrast adaptation in macaque V1 concluded that precortical adaptation must be supplemented by adaptation in the cortex (Dhruv et al. 2011) . To the best of our knowledge, contrast adaptation in the mouse LGN has not been studied, but we predict that precortical adaptation would be similarly minor. Furthermore, the few neurons we observed that showed orientation-selective contrast adaptation cannot be explained by adaptation simply inherited from neurons with center-surround receptive fields.
In higher mammals, multiple mechanisms have been proposed to play a role in adaptation in the cortex (for a recent review, see Kohn 2007) . Contrast adaptation has consistently been associated with hyperpolarization of the membrane potential (Carandini and Ferster 1997; Sanches-Vives et al. 2000a , 2000b . This hyperpolarization appears to be partially mediated by intrinsic mechanisms, such as Na ϩ -or Ca 2ϩ -dependent K ϩ conductances (even in the absence of action potentials; Sanches-Vives et al. 2000a , 2000b . Processes extrinsic to the neuron under study likely also play a role in adaptation (including the aforementioned local cortical networks). Although some mechanisms seem to have been ruled out, such as strengthening of GABA A -mediated inhibition (DeBruyn and Bonds 1986; McLean and Palmer 1996; Vidyasagar 1990) and thalamocortical synaptic depression (Boudreau and Ferster 2005) , many other mechanisms remain to be tested (Kohn 2007) . The power of the mouse model of cortical visual processing is in the possibility of manipulating all of the above-proposed mechanisms using genetic tools. Conditional knockouts/ins could be used to alter the expression of various components of the synaptic machinery, and optogenetic channels could be used to activate or suppress specific neuronal subtypes within cortical circuits. This work is already underway. For example, targeted insertion of optogenetic channels into parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory neurons in V1 has shown that these neurons are well suited to control cortical gain (Atallah et al. 2012 ), which could be altered during adaptation. This kind of holistic functional, anatomical, and neurochemical characterization of cell types in mouse V1 can point to either homologous circuits or analogous algorithms underlying contrast adaptation in higher mammals.
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